
Service Pack 4 Issues Fixed 

Module Issue Tracking System 
Reference 
 
(where appropriate) 

Description 

Core 200  
 

NL 4545 ‘Out of Memory’ error when consolidating companies with large 
numbers of nominal accounts (more than 50,000). 

SL / PL 4548 ‘Out of Memory’ error when amending allocations for a customer 
account with large numbers of allocated transactions.  

SOP / POP 460 / 4666 Cannot sort order lines by column when amending multi line sales 
and purchase orders. The following error message is shown; “Invalid 
Column Name is Incomplete”. 

MRP  
 

 4618 ‘Out of Memory’ error when expanding MRP tags. This occurs when 
the parent tag has multiple recommendations. 

 4675 MRP not considering the demand quantity when tagging multiple 
replenishments. 

 4713 Time out errors when refreshing the MRP Recommendations View on 
large datasets (over 100,000 Recommendations). 

BOM  
 

 4576 Stock not allocated to the parent works order when a sub assembly 
BOM is completed and the ‘Allocate Parent Works Orders’ setting is 
selected. 

EST   

 4526 Cannot convert a one off estimate to a BOM when: 

 

  

 The estimate had been created using the Rapid Estimate 
Entry form, and 

 there is one resource on an operation. 

 4646 Components on an existing stage are duplicated when the estimate is 
amended. 

 4662 Sock item lines which have a UOM with a stock/base ratio other than 
1 are being recalculated incorrectly on estimates when the stage is 
closed. 

WOP   

 2899 The ‘Qty Outstanding’ is displayed incorrectly on the Order Enquiry 
screen. 

 4591 Incorrect cost is posted to the WIP nominal account when a cost of 
sales variance is posted for the purchase order. 

 4690 The unit of measure is not displayed on the One-Off Works Order 
screen. 

 

4695 Time out error or slow response when selecting a works order from 
the desktop list. 

Business 
Intelligence 

  

 
N/A Errors updating or creating a data warehouse using SQL 2012. 

CRM   

  Sales Order Line RTDV also shows lines from quotes and pro 
formas. 

  When the website details on a company or person are cleared in 
CRM, they are not cleared in Sage 200 Accounts when the data is 
synchronised. 

 N/A Billing and Shipping addresses are not updating correctly in Sage 200 
Accounts when the billing and shipping address flags are changed in 
CRM. 



 N/A Companies not merging correctly when using the ‘Merge Retain 
Target’ option. 

 N/A Cannot link a CRM company to Sage 200 Accounts when the 
company has a prospect quote in a different currency. 

 N/A The customisation version has been updated to version 16.0.15.0. 

 


